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AI
Abuse of language

AI growth

[WIPO Technology Trends 2019]
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AI and environment

2 communities

• AI for green: AI as a tool for sustainable development

• green AI: measure and reduce AI impacts
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AI for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals

[Vinuesa et al., 2020] : 444 references for 169 goals
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Tackling climate change with machine learning

[Rolnick et al., 2019]: 826 references in 13 domains
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Tackling climate change with machine learning

[Rolnick et al., 2019]: 826 references in 13 domains

Techno-optimist perspective.

But uncertain impacts and Jevon’s paradox are mentioned:

• Transportation: "autonomous vehicles could cause people to

drive far more"

• Industry: "it is worth noting that greater efficiency may increase

the production of goods" and thus GHG emissions"

• Farms and forests: "making forestry more efficient can have a

negative effect by increasing the amount of wood harvested"
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Tackling climate change with machine learning

[Rolnick et al., 2019]: 826 references in 13 domains

Recommendations are proposed:

“In all these cases, projects should be pursued with great care so as

not to impede or prolong the transition to a low-carbon electricity

system; ideally, projects should be preceded by system impact

analyses to ensure that they will indeed decrease GHG emissions.”

p10

“When designing and promoting new mobility services, it is

important that industry and public policy prioritize lowering GHG

emissions. Misaligned incentives in the early stages of

technological development could result in the lock-in to a service

with high GHG emissions” p15
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2 communities
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Measuring impacts while training (green AI)

Method 1 : count the number of basic operations

• Reflects the amount of calculations

• Partially correlated with execution time, hardware independent

• Not completely correlated to energy consumption

[Henderson et al., 2020]
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Measuring impacts while training (green AI)

Method 2 : Measuring energy use

Etotal = PUE (Edram + Ecpu + Egpu)

where

PUE =
Total facility power

IT equipment power
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Some existing tools

http://www.green-algorithms.org/

codecarbon (mlco2)
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Some results
• 4 NLP models (natural language processing) [Strubell et al., 2019]

• Estimated energy consumption while training

Conclusions from authors

• Need for cost-resource/accuracy analysis

• Public and shared computing resources for academics (price)

• Development of less consuming hardware and algorithms
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Limits of existing works

• Limits of existing measuring tools:
• Mono-criterion (CO2e)

• Perimeter: electricity consumption during training only

• AI community not well aware of existing works on impacts

• And at the same time: promises
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Limits of existing works

• Limits of existing measuring tools:
• Mono-criterion (CO2e)

• Perimeter: electricity consumption during training only

→ How to completely evaluate AI services dedicated to

environment? [Ligozat et al., 2021]

→ Life cycle assessment (LCA): internationally standardised

methodology for assessing environmental impacts associated

with all the stages of the life cycle of product, or a service.
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Life cycle of an AI service

AI service

Application involving AI

(autonomous vehicle

smart building...)

Data acquisition

and production
Learning Inference

Data storage

equipment1

(computer...)

equipment2

(supercomputer...)

equipment3

(mobile...)

equipment4

(Data centers...)
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Environmental impacts of a service

The life cycle assessment (LCA) of a service relies on:

• LCAs of the equipments/devices involved in the service

Production

of equipmenti

Use

of equipmenti

End of life

of equipmenti

Recycling

Electricity

production

GHG emission, minerals and water depletion...
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Environmental impacts of a service

The life cycle assessment (LCA) of a service relies on:

• LCAs of the equipments/devices involved in the service

Production

of equipmenti

Use

of equipmenti

End of life

of equipmenti

Recycling

Electricity

production

GHG emission, minerals and water depletion...

• allocation procedures (keys) to determine the fraction of the

impacts attributed to the service.
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Measuring environmental benefits of an AI solution

• What should be done:

The (potential) benefits of an AI solution M2 which is a

substitute for a reference solution M1 (typically without AI) can

be deduced from a comparative LCA:

∆(M2|M1) = LCA(M2) − LCA(M1) ∈ R
d
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Measuring environmental benefits of an AI solution

• What should be done:

The (potential) benefits of an AI solution M2 which is a

substitute for a reference solution M1 (typically without AI) can

be deduced from a comparative LCA:

∆(M2|M1) = LCA(M2) − LCA(M1) ∈ R
d

• Common pitfalls in such evaluations:
• focusing on a single environmental criterion (burden shift)

• restricted perimeter

• generalization of contextual solutions/benefits

• third-order effects (e.g. rebound effects) are overlooked.
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Is AI for green aware of its own impact ?

If yes, how is it measured ?

Do the authors are able to say that a new solution is better than an

old one ?

[Rolnick et al., 2019]
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Case studies

Analysis of several domains in [Rolnick et al., 2019] identified with "high

leverage" (Modelling demand/freight, Electric vehicle, Low carbon,

Smart buildings).

57 articles have an environmental evaluation following the

categories:

a No mention of the environmental gain.

b General mention of the environmental gain.

c No quantitative evaluation or only indirect estimation.

d Evaluation of the energy gain without the AI program.

e Evaluation of the energy gain taking the use phase of the AI

service into account.

f Comprehensive evaluation of the environmental gain

(comparison of LCAs).
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Main result

We found no studies that follow the categories:

e Evaluation of the energy gain taking the use phase of the AI

service into account.

f Comprehensive evaluation of the environmental gain

(comparison of LCAs).
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Main results

a No mention of the environmental gain.

b General mention of the environmental gain.

c No quantitative evaluation or only indirect estimation.

d Evaluation of the energy gain without the AI program. 19



Example: a smart-building

Commonly overlooked aspects:

• life cycle impacts of devices (sensors, DC, networks, ...)

• impacts of the training phase

• what are the impacts of the smart solution(s) on the design of

the building?

is the solution(s) applicable to old buildings?

• are claimed energy gains reliable in the operational context?

• human interactions: rebound effects, counteracting behaviors.
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Discussions

• Current environmental evaluation of AI services is under

estimated (mostly energy/GHG)

=> LCA, multi-criteria

• Many unknowns in the LCA (e.g. production of GPU)

=> lobby the companies to open a part of their data

• Large structural changes are difficult to take into account

=> Consequential LCA instead of attributional LCA

• The promises suggested by AI for green must be more

evaluated and debated
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Thank you !

Questions ?
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